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Abstract

An adjustable, 0.5 Co 3 MeV jnonoeuer-
^Hti'' positron beam lias been constructed at
IK-ookiiaven. Currently a 2 2Na source with a
i»'( 11)0) foil transmission moderator produces
a 1.1 nun KKHM beam uicli an intensity of
3xLOb e'^/ser at a target located downstream
from the accelerator. The divergence of
the beam is lus* tlian 0.1* at 2.2 MeV ener-
gy. A SOA gun with 2 lens transport system
brings the beam to a fucus at tlie entrance
of an electros tatic 3 MeV Dyuamltron accel-
erator. Tim post acceleration beam trans-
port system rouprisus J focuslnjj solenoLds,
î sets oC steering magnets and a 90° double
locusiisy bending magnet. The beam energy
«i>njad at tin.- tar;;i«t is <1 keV R/IIM deduced
from tlie beam si/.e. ll^Low we describe tlie
positron extraction optics and accelera-
tion, the construct ion of; the beamline and
Che beam diagnostic devices. The salient
bean parameters are Listed at the end of
this paper.

POSITKON KXTKACTlUN OPTICS

The positron beam is jjenerated using a
70 mCi 2 2Na source capsule (fabricated by
NF.N) in a transmission geometry with a
COOU A thick \i{ 100) single crystal modera-
tor foil as shown in figure I. The posi-
trons, are extracted with a modified SOA gun
followed by a 05 cm long two lens element
transport system, which injects a A00 eV
beam through the U mm entrance aperture of
the main accelerator. Ue have also
installed a set of steering plates into the
transport system to guide the beam. The
aperture and the transport lens system also
serve as a passive filter reducing the con-
tribution of the unmoderated positron by a
factor of 10s. This is the essential step
to obtain n highly monoenergetic beam.
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Figure 1. The positron extraction optics,

which consists of a modified SOA gun

followed by a 65 cm long two lens

transport syjtera-^ — > | - |fXk jj
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Figure 2. Tiie J Mi:V positron accelerator
ami Liu: benn I I in;, [>ii'iip«d l)y cryoptimps to a
base pressure- <>C 5xiU~' torr. I'ositroiisi
arc focused by 3 so loin) Id:; and '1 sets of
steerers (1st s<;t inside Clio accelerator
tank is not shown Cor ••lartty).

The main acci'K'rat ion Is provided by Che
accelerator dynode stark powered by a
resonating lU'-f ielii in Uie accelerator
tank, which is ft Lied with insulating SF6

gas. The vi"rti'"al accelerator vessel as
well as the beaut line ace shown in fig. 2.

HliAHLlNli AND HIiAM DIACNUS'l'iCS

The 1U 1:1 loii); be;iml IIIQ comprises 3 foruslng
solenoids <* sets of steering magnets and a
doubLe foeusittf, 90° bending magnet as shown
in figure 2. Ue have installed active
col Lima tors at the focal points of the
bending magnet restricting tlie pass energy
of the bunding magnet to ±5 keV uf tlie
noninal beam energy. The active
collir.iators f.tn also be used for beam
counting by steering the beam of£ the
centerline.

The beam is diagnosed at the target posi-
tion by visual inspection of a phospores-
cent screen coupled to channel electron
multiplier array (CKMA). We also counted
the positron beam with tlie CEMA and
observed a high detection efficiency ot
about 6U% for 2.2 HeV positrons.

The bean size of 1.1 mm FWIIN is measured by
novinc, a tnrj',«;t .TTOSI; thp beam. Tlio beam
cnor;".- 1! i -;L r I but: Ion oC <1 I'.iV I'UIIM ran be
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Figure 3. The measured Hi'Ge spectrum of a
2.2 MeV positron beam striking the detec-
tor. Resolution of the detector is 3.5 keV
FW11M and the width of the spectrum measured
by the lUJ0e detector is 4 keV FUHM. ADC
discriminator cutoff is at 2.t> MeV.

from tlie beam size and from the
information that the beam spot moves by
±3 nun if the bean energy is changed by
tl keV.

Tlie positron beam energy is measured by a 7
mm thick high purity germanium (Hl'Ce)
detector, which has a FUUM of about 3.5 keV
lor 2.2 MeV pooitrons. The energy
calibration of the lUJCe detector is
obtained by observing both the garama and
conversion electron lines, produced by
207lii, 5 6Co and 2 2 0Th sources. The
measured beam energy width is 4 keV FUliM,
consistent with the intrinsic width of
<1 keV of the positron beam. The
distribution is shown in figure 3. The
background on the high energy side is
produced by addition of 511 keV
annihilation quanta to the beajn energy.
The low energy background is mainly due r.o
incomplete energy deposition in the 7 r.ir.i
thick detector and positrons scattering off
active slits, which are designed to limit
the count rate. We also found that the
measured positron beam energy has to be
corrected by about 0.5 keV/day
corresponding to residual gas (nainly
water) condensates on the cooled HPGe
detector front from our vacuum system,
which has a base pressure of 1x10"^ torr.

The salient beam characteristics of the
present beam are listed in table 1 un the
next page.

Work air.ied to inrren:>in£ the count: rate La

currently in proi;reas.
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Table 1. lic.iiii rimrnrtnristi<~s of tlie 3 MeV p o s i t r o n at ML,

Source total activity encapsulated "70 mCi

Moderator efficiency (fast positron in, moderated positron out) 5x10"**

Total transport ufflriuury "90/S

Positron flux at target 3x10 c+/s

High energy contamination <1U eT/s

Beam size (diameter) -1.1 mra KU11M 02.2 MeV

Ueain divergence • <C0.1

liean energy <1 keV FUUM Q2.2 MeV

Acciic.icy of bean energy measurement ±100 eV

Usable energy range frory 0.5 MeV to 3.0 MeV

The constructed positron beam will be initially used for a Brookhaven—CCNY—Yale
collaboration for a search of resonant lihabha scattering.
experiment.
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